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Early Development and Publications in Kinetography 
Laban/Labanotation 
by Ann Hutchinson Guest 

 
Rudolf Laban developed his ideas on movement notation in the 1920s.  At first the 
movements were written on a series of crosses dividing upper and lower body, 
right and left, written across the page.  It was Kurt Jooss, Laban’s pupil, who 
suggested changing this to a vertical staff with columns so that movement 
continuity could be shown.  Dussia Bereska, also a pupil of Laban and co-director 
of Tanzbühne Laban (Dance Theatre Laban) in Germany, proposed that the length 
of the symbols could indicate duration.  Laban’s first book Schrifttanz (written 
dance) was published in German in 1928 (Figure 1); a not quite identical version in 
French and English came out in 1930 (Figure 2).  This was followed by several 
issues of the magazine Schrifttanz.  Within a few years Laban’s interest turned to 
other matters and he magnanimously “gave his notation system to the world.”  No 
central authority was established to advance the development of the system. 
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Figure 1. Floor plan example in German version of Schrifttanz 
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staged from scores.  He did not, however, personally contribute to the system.  Ann Hutchinson, Leeder’s student, co-
founded the New York Dance Notation Bureau (DNB) in 1940 and was influential in sorting out the differences between 
and among practitioners who had been taught by Irma Betz, who studied with Laban while he was lecturing in 1926 in the 
United States, and with Knust and Leeder.   
 
Recording different types of movement required descriptions different from those established by Laban, e.g. a body-based 
rather than the directional-based description.  It was the Martha Graham’s ‘foot on the walk’ that brought this need into 
focus.  It is a flexion and extension of the ankle joint and not directional placements for the foot and lower leg.  Thus, 
together with her DNB colleagues, Hutchinson evolved new symbols, logically developed from the already established 
signs. Over the years, she had the opportunity to confer with Laban, with Leeder and Knust personally on movement 
details and ideas. Her 1954 Labanotation textbook, which aimed to be user-friendly, was subsequently followed in 1970 
with an expanded, up-to-date version incorporating new rules and symbols.  Advanced Labanotation books by 
Hutchinson and Rob van Haarst came out in 1991, with further Advanced volumes produced in collaboration with Joukje 
Kolff, being published in 2002 and 2003. An expanded and up-to-date Labanotation text by Hutchinson was published 
in 2005. 
 
It was during World War II that Knust compiled his eight-volume Handbuch der Kinetographie Laban in German, 
producing a total of five copies, the top copy being given, of course, to Laban after the war.  Knust ‘s first English 
textbook, typed with carbon copies1, was produced in 1951; his Abriss der Kinetographie Laban in German was 
published in 1956, followed by an expanded English version Handbook of Kinetography Laban in 1958.  In these 
smaller books Knust included examples where Labanotation (LAB)2 was different from Kinetography (KIN) (Figure 3).  
His last book, Dictionary of Kinetography Laban, was published in 1979, the year after his death. 
 
In 1954, realizing his copyright on the original 1928 book Schrifttanz was about to expire, Rudolf Laban hastily 
published Principles of Dance and Movement Notation.  This publication was withdrawn at Laban’s request soon after 
printing, due to errors found in this book.  Another version with the same title was published in 1956. 
 

At that time the system was 
fairly primitive; a quick look 
reveals how the symbols used 
then have changed.  In the 
early days it was predominately 
Albrecht Knust who undertook 
the responsibility of further 
developing the notation system, 
enlarging it and introducing 
improvements, which led to his 
producing textbooks. Knust‘s 
involvement with group dances 
for amateurs led him to 
develop his Group Notation 
which indicated changes in 
formations such as lines, 
circles, following the leader, 
spiraling in, etc.  Sigurd Leeder 
also was devoted to working 
with the notation system; he 
did not produce any textbooks 
but used the system to 
introduce new ideas.  Kurt 
Jooss believed strongly in the 
notation and supported it by 
having his works notated and  Figure 2. Floor plan example in English version of Schrifttanz 
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ICKL has developed to the point that at the 2015 conference in Tours, France, there were 80 delegates from 20 different 
countries providing a range of different notation-related sessions.3 
 
 
 
1According to Wikipedia: “A carbon copy is the under-copy of a document created when a sheet of carbon paper is placed 
between two sheets of paper and the pressure applied by the writing implement (pen, pencil, typewriter or impact printer) to 
the top sheet causes pigment from the carbon paper to make a similar mark on the copy.  Stacking several sheets with carbon 
paper between each pair can make more than one copy. Four or five copies is a practical limit. The top sheet is the original 
and each of the additional sheets is called a carbon copy, from the use of the carbon paper.” 
 
2 Note from the editor: “LAB” was the acronym referred to Labanotation in the past.  Currently we use “LN” for Labanotation. 
 
3 For more Kinetography Laban/Labanotation publications and textbooks, please visit: 
http://ickl.org/resources/resources/ 
 

Valerie Preston-Dunlop’s An Introduction to 
Kinetography Laban (Figure 4) was first published in 
1963, followed by a second edition in 1966.  She published 
the first book on Motif Writing, as it was then called, in 
1965.  Hutchinson had already experimented with the 
motif idea, using the movement symbols without 
placement on a staff in her work with children in 1960.  
Such use of the symbols provided flexibility and 
improvisation; the basic movement indication could be 
interpreted in many ways.  Motif Notation was further 
developed by Hutchinson in her movement exploration 
book entitled Your Move, published in 1983 and 
subsequently further developed and expanded in 
collaboration with Tina Curran.  A revised edition was 
published in 2008 as Your Move - The Language of 
Dance Approach to the Study of Movement and Dance. 
 
Many important Kinetography Laban books containing 
valuable Hungarian dance scores were published in 
Hungary by leading notator Maria Szentpál.  Szentpal had 
a remarkable analytical mind and great fluency with the 
notation.  She published Dance Notation Kinetography 
Laban Volume I and II in 1975.  She generously translated 
her textbooks into English for the benefit of her English-
speaking colleagues.  Szentpal’s Hungarian students, 
notably Janos Fügedi, have carried on her work. 
 
As noted, Laban never established a central organization to 
continue developing the system.  With the isolation created 
by the war, no communication between Knust and the New 
York Bureau had been possible and ‘dialects’ had 
developed.  Before his death in 1958, Laban designated 
four people to be responsible for the future of the system; 
they were Albrecht Knust, Sigurd Leeder, Lisa Ullmann 
and Ann Hutchinson.  In 1959 Lisa Ullmann established 
the International Council of Kinetography Laban 
(ICKL) with the four Core Members in charge.  Biennial 
ICKL conferences have since taken place in different 
countries with the result that a remarkable degree of 
unification has been achieved.  In recent conferences 
sessions have revolved around teaching methods and 
different applications of the system.   From the first casual 
ICKL  conference in 1959, attended by 12 practitioners, 
ICKL has 
 

Figure 3.  The difference between KIN and LAB in Albrecht 
Knust’s Handbook of Kinetography Laban 

Figure 4. Valerie Preston-Dunlop’s An Introduction to 
Kinetography Laban started to introduce Motif Writing 
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Els Grelinger (1923-2015) 
by Mei-Chen Lu 

 

 
 
 
We are sad to hear of Els Grelinger’s passing on June 18, 2015 at the age of 92. She was a long time friend of the Dance 
Notation Bureau (DNB). 
 
Grelinger was born in 1923 in Bressanone, Italy and spent her first ten years in the Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia) before she 
moved to the Netherlands during the Depression.  Later she migrated to the U.S. with her family at the age of 15.  When she 
attended Queens College during the World War II, she had a wide range of interests, including voice, dramatic interpretation, 
acting, and dance. 
 
Grelinger first learned Labanotation from Eve Gentry at the New Dance Group.  Attracted by its simplicity and the logic of the 
system, she furthered her Laban studies at the DNB in 1947.  Ann Hutchinson remembered she was one of the first group of 
students when the DNB began to offer notation classes during that period.  Grelinger soon became a scholarship student, 
copying scores by hand in exchange for further instruction.  When Ann Hutchinson was commissioned to notate George 
Balanchine’s Symphony in C and Symphonie Concertante, Grelinger was chosen to be her assistant.  She learned how to notate 
on the job and within several years she became a professional notator.  
 
From 1947 to 1959, Grelinger notated 14 works by Balanchine, Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, Hanya Holm, and Lev 
Ivanov.  On some of these projects she was an assistant to the notator, and on others she was independent.  When she presented 
her score of Variations and Conclusion from New Dance at the American Dance Festival in Connecticut College, Humphrey 
acknowledged, “New Dance is no longer legend, it is history.” 
 
Grelinger taught notation classes at the Dance Notation Bureau, the High School of Performing Arts in New York City, 
Connecticut College, Columbia University Teachers College, and the Juilliard School, as well as at the Laban Centre [now 
called Trinity Laban] in London.  Margot Lehman, a DNB board member, spoke of studying with Grelinger: “Els was an 
inspirational teacher.  She explained the notation concepts in such a simplifying and clarifying ways that her students became 
eager to learn more.”   
 
In addition to notating and teaching, Grelinger was a great stager from the score.  She was appointed by Antony Tudor to be one 
of his representatives in staging his works.  She also staged works of Humphrey, Weidman, and Holm, as well as others.  One of 
her most significant achievements was her 1984 staging of Weidman’s Lynchtown from Atavism at Laban Centre, which resulted 
in a revision of the score.  Grelinger added characterization and a spirit of the dance to the score, based on studying this work 
under Nona Schurman’s direction at an earlier date and analyzing two films made in 1960 and 1975.  She brought the score up to 
date, corrected errors, and added details and floor plans to clarify actions.  
 
Her great dedication and devotion to dance and notation will fondly be remembered.  

 

Els Grelinger (center) at 1981 International Council of Kinetography Laban Conference at the Ohio State University 
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